2023 Spring Commencement
Pennsylvania Western University
Celebrating Graduates

McComb Fieldhouse
Saturday, May 6 • 10 am and 2 pm
To our graduates, families and friends,

On behalf of our community of educators, I am pleased to welcome you to PennWest Edinboro’s Spring 2023 Commencement.

Whether you are here to receive a degree or watch a loved one walk across the stage, you can be proud of what our graduates have accomplished. Earning a college degree is a significant achievement, and the Class of 2023 has pursued that goal with spirit and determination.

Today our graduates join an alumni network that is 188,000 strong. Members of the PennWest Alumni Association have many opportunities to stay connected to their university, their campus, and this nationwide network of accomplished and caring individuals. I encourage our newest alumni to keep in touch – as proud Fighting Scots, you are always welcome at PennWest.

Thank you for joining us today as we honor – and applaud! – the PennWest Class of 2023.

Yours,

R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.
Acting President
Pennsylvania Western University
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Our Mission
Pennsylvania Western University

Pennsylvania Western University empowers students to build meaningful lives through a broad array of nationally accredited undergraduate and graduate programs, career-focused learning and an unwavering focus on student success. A regional comprehensive university, PennWest provides accessible, high value higher education on its three premier residential campuses in western Pennsylvania and its virtual campus.

PennWest may be a new name, but its history spans nearly 165 years of tradition and academic excellence. Formed by the integration of California, Clarion and Edinboro universities, PennWest is a model for future success. It’s building on the strengths of each university in order to offer every student a richer experience, while holding down the cost of education.

The University History

Three legendary institutions. One promising future.

Our plans for the future are as bold and bright as the students we serve.

Three brick-and-mortar campuses welcome residential as well as commuter students, and its online offering allows you to choose the academic and personal options that suit you best. Students have access to more courses, more faculty and more learning opportunities than ever before, including the in-person classes and hands-on learning that have always been a part of California, Clarion and Edinboro.
2023 Spring Commencement

Pennsylvania Western University
Saturday, May 6, 2023, at 10 am and 2 pm

**PROCSSIONAL**
PennWest Pipes and Drums
Dr. Bryan Crable, Director

**CONVOCATION**
Mary Paniccia-Carden, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, College of Arts & Humanities

**STAR SPANGLED BANNER**
Francis Scott Key
Arranged by Peter van den Honert
PennWest University Singers
Cody Mott, Director

**WELCOME**
Mary Paniccia-Carden, Ph.D.

**GREETING FROM PRESIDENT**
R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.
Acting President, Pennsylvania Western University

**TRUSTEE GREETING**
Kathy Pape, Esq. ’75
Chair, PennWest Council of Trustees

**STUDENT SPEAKER**
Emily Muniz (10 am)
Bachelor of Science in Political Science

Page Karsteter (2 pm)
Bachelor of Science in Fermentation Science and
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

**MEASURE ME, SKY!**
By Elaine Hagenberg
PennWest University Singers
Cody Mott, Director

**PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES**
Mary Paniccia-Carden, Ph.D.

**CONFERRING OF DEGREES**
R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.

**ALUMNI GREETING**
Daniel Higham ’70
Alumni Association Board of Directors

**ALMA MATER**
Music and lyrics by Dr. Paul Martin
Transcribed by Mia Harvey
PennWest University Singers
Cody Mott, Director

**RECESSIONAL**
PennWest Pipes and Drums
R. LORRAINE BERNOTSKY, D.PHIL.
Acting President, Pennsylvania Western University

As PennWest’s acting president, Bernotsky leads the second-largest public university in western Pennsylvania, with campuses at California, Clarion, and Edinboro, Pa.

Through the chancellor, she reports to the Board of Governors for Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education. Under Board policy, her recommendations in key areas are reviewed and approved by the Council of Trustees.

Before her presidential appointment on March 1, 2023, Bernotsky served PennWest as executive vice president and chief operating officer. Then, as now, she focused on academic and operational excellence, strategic enrollment management, and long-term plans for the university’s future.

Bernotsky is on loan to PennWest from West Chester University, where she has been executive vice president and provost since 2017. In this role she led the Academic Affairs division and provided leadership in budgeting and labor relations. She also has extensive experience in undergraduate and graduate admissions, enrollment management, financial aid, student support services, curriculum development, program review, and assessment.

Bernotsky holds both a master’s degree and a doctorate in politics from the University of Oxford and a master’s degree in sociology from Temple University.
**PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION**

The first presidential medallion was presented to former President Foster F. Diebold during the May 1981 Commencement ceremonies. Designed and executed by Professor Henry Katzwinkel, the sterling silver medallion consists of a three and one-half inch pectoral pendant featuring on its face the figure of a Gordon Highlander with pipes. To the right of the piper is the Cross of St. Andrew. To the left is the Cross of England. Flanking the figure is the date 1857, the opening year of the university, and garland thistles. In the background are the hills of Scotland, and beneath the piper is an open book, a symbol of knowledge. On the reverse side is the sunken crest of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The pendant descends from a shield containing a triple-towered castle. The collar of the medallion is comprised of a series of two-inch shields, alternately bearing three different designs: the meigle, an interlacing knotwork peculiar to the Pictish school of Celtic art; the Tudor rose design; and “ESC” in interlocking letters on a background of tabby weaving. Connecting each of the collar shields is a Cross of St. George, representing the union of Scotland and England. The entire medallion was fabricated and cast in the cire perdue (lost wax) process.

Surrounding the silver medallion is a gold crafted circle which reads “Edinboro University of Pennsylvania.” Professor Katzwinkel added this piece to the medallion especially for the Inauguration of President Frank G. Pogue in 1997, and it is now a permanent fixture to the medallion representing the school’s status as a university.

**THE CEREMONIAL MACE**

The ceremonial mace, a symbol of presidential authority, is carried at the head of the academic procession by the Mace Bearer. A gift of the Alumni Association, the mace was designed and executed by Professor Henry Katzwinkel and Dr. Seymour Blinderman, former chairman of the Art Department. It was first used at the inauguration of Edinboro State College by President Chester T. McNerney, in 1967.

The mace, 27 inches in length, is topped by a sterling silver sphere studded with circular cabochon rubies, secured by bezels. The collar of the mace is inlaid with ebony, alternated with silver relief fleur-de-lis design elements. Cultured pearls mounted in cups encircle the bottom of the collar. The shaft of the mace is composed of Brazilian rosewood sections, separated by sterling silver rings. The mace is terminated by a cast sterling silver finial; the five cultured pearls represent the existing curricula. The rib-like cone form is terminated by a small silver sphere symbolizing the world.

The metal working processes incorporated in the ceremonial mace include turning, forging, inlaying, stone setting and lost wax centrifugal casting.
FACULTY MARSHALS

Kiarash Aramesh  
*Biology*

Daniel Bennett  
*Computer Science and Information Systems*

Caroline Campbell  
*English*

Patricia Claster  
*Sociology, Political Science, & Law*

Camille Dempsey  
*Middle & Secondary Education*

Jeanne Faieta  
*Special Education*

Kimberly Hardner  
*Social Work*

Jessica Hippely  
*Social Work*

Karim Hossain  
*Applied Engineering, Technology, & Physics*

Naod Kebede  
*Chemistry*

Catherine Krival  
*Communication Sciences & Disorders*

Peter McLaughlin  
*Psychology*

Mary Jo Melvin  
*Early Childhood & Elementary Education*

Lucille Morrison  
*Nursing*

Penelope Orr  
*Counseling*

Anne Quinn  
*Mathematics*

David Tucker  
*Computer Science and Information Systems*

Katherine Wardi-Zonna  
*Counseling*

Rebecca Wehler  
*Exercise & Sport Sciences*

Andrea Wyman  
*Library*

John Ziegler  
*Educational Leadership & School Psychology*

Brian Zimmerman  
*Geosciences*
ACADEMIC ATTIRE

The academic attire worn at American college exercises today dates back in its essential features to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe, such as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church schools. Students and faculty wore clerical garb, largely borrowed from the monastic dress of their day.

The head-covering of the academic costume developed out of the skull cap worn by the clergy in cold weather. In the universities, this skull cap acquired a point on top which gradually evolved into a tassel. In this country, it has been replaced by the familiar mortar-board, which still retains the medieval tassel.

The hood was originally worn over the head, and otherwise dropped onto the shoulders, like a cowl. Today, each college has its distinctively colored hood-lining, by which its graduates may be recognized in academic colors listed on the next page.

GOWNS

Although the gown is more frequently black, certain universities have authorized the use of colored gowns. The bachelor’s and master’s gowns are fashioned from black serge. The yoke for the bachelor’s gown is designed to be worn closed and features long, flowing and pointed sleeves. The master’s gown is designed to be worn open or closed. Its sleeves are very long with square ends, and the front part has an arc cut away. The arms protrude through a slit at the elbow. The gown for the doctorate degree has bell-shaped sleeves and is faced down the front with velvet and three bars across the sleeves. The facing and crossbars of velvet may be of the color distinctive of the field to which the degree pertains.

HOODS

The hood is usually worn only for the master’s and the doctorate degrees. The doctor’s hood is longer than the master’s hood and has distinguished panels. The college or the university granting the degree is indicated by the color of the hood lining. The velvet trim of the hood indicates the field in which the degree was granted.

CAPS

The standard cap is the mortarboard, usually the color of the gown. The tassel is black for the baccalaureate and master’s degree and is worn over the left front quarter of the cap. The doctoral cap is indicated by a tassel of gold thread. Undergraduates wear the tassel on the right side of the cap until the moment the degree is conferred by the president.
COLORS DISTINCTIVE OF THE DISCIPLINES AND PROFESSIONS

Only a single degree from a single institution should ever be indicated by a single garment. For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors’ gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

- Agriculture – Maize
- Architecture/Planning – Blue
- Arts, Letters, and Humanities – White
- Business – Drab
- Criminal Justice – Midnight Blue
- Chiropractic – Silver
- Dentistry – Lilac
- Economics – Copper
- Education – Light Blue
- Engineering – Orange
- Fine Arts – Brown
- Forestry – Aquamarine
- Journalism – Crimson
- Law – Purple
- Library Science – Lemon
- Medicine – Green
- Music – Pink
- Nursing – Apricot
- Oratory – Silver Gray
- Pharmacy – Olive Green
- Philosophy – Dark Blue
- Physical Education – Sage Green
- Psychology – Antique Gold
- Public Administration – Peacock Blue
- Public Health – Salmon Pink
- Science – Golden Yellow
- Social Work/Social Science – Citron
- Theology – Scarlet
- Veterans – Red, White and Blue
- Veterinary Science – Gray

HONORS DESIGNATIONS

Summa Cum Laude – Gold Stoles
Magna Cum Laude – White Stoles
Cum Laude – Red Stoles
Associate Degree with Distinction – White Cords
Pennsylvania Western University Honors Program – Gold Cords

PHILANTHROPY RECOGNITION

PennWest Advancement recognizes students who demonstrate their generosity and commitment to their alma mater as they transition from student to engaged alumni. To earn this green cord, students must participate in their first alumni event by contributing to the Edinboro Go Green Campaign. The cord symbolizes the important role that our alumni serve in strengthening the university.
PENNYSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM

Robert Charles Ansell Jr.
Jessica Rae Aul
Tess Elizabeth Bartlett
Kaley Renee Berger
Hannah Allman Blackburn
Taylor Rayelle Brewer
Armand Ceres
Rachel Eireen Cullen
Alexis Dixon
Reanna Lyn Douglas
Chance Vijit Dow
Jessalynn Rose Ellis
Sarah May Feeley
Debra Sue Fiscus
Mikayla Anne Fletcher
Jayna Michele Galley
Abbey Gardiner
Gracelyn Elizabeth Gawlinski
Kimberly Marie Goerss
Braxton Robert Harvey
Page Hawk Karsteter
Jaymie Louise Kavelish
Melaina Joy King
Ellen L. LaFuria
Spencer Ron Larson
Paige Levine
Madison Lindsey
Macey Ann McKinney
Erik James Morrow
Mary Noel Olyer
Carley Lynn Semancik
Shelby Lynn Smith
Alayna Rose Smith
Jacob Allan Sorensen
Kaitlyn Ann Staub
Abigail R. Sutton
Brooke Rebecca Thomas
Anthony James Tranquilli
Leonard Victor Vesely
Connor Donald Volk-Klos
Joanne Catherine West
Alana Marie Wright
HONORS

The following degree candidates have earned at least 30 credits as undergraduate students of PennWest University and have attained the following cumulative averages: summa cum laude, 3.8 to 4.0; magna cum laude, 3.6 to 3.79; and cum laude, 3.4 to 3.59. Associate degree candidates graduating with distinction have earned at least 15 credits as undergraduate students of PennWest University and have attained a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.40.

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

Allison Raelynn Andre
Jessica Rae Aul
Maxine Case Babcock
Devin Jane Barry
Tess Elizabeth Bartlett
Alexander Beatty
Kaley Renee Berger
Hannah Allman Blackburn
Georgjana Borland
Taylor Rayelle Brewer
Justin Michael Buehrle
Heather Silvis Cameron
Annika Rebecca Carter
Tellry Catrow
John Edward Costello
Melinda Rose Crawford
Nicholas Alan Cunningham
Reanna Lyn Douglas
Chance Vijit Dow
Magdalene Cecilia Drohan
Dana Allison Dubots
Jessalynn Rose Ellis
Cullen David Elton
Olivia Danielle Erbin
Sarah May Feeley
Courtnee Shiobhan Fields
Debra Sue Fiscus
Shelby Lynne Folga
Jayna Michele Galley
Abbey Gardiner
Gracelyn Elizabeth Gawlinski
Kimberly Marie Goerss
Cole Harrison Held
Lauren Noelle Henry
Tayler Lee Ann Hoover
Destiny G. Hunt
Jordan Daniel Hupp
Jaymie Louise Kavelish
Ellen L. LaFuria
Mary Ann Lanier
Spencer Ron Larson
Madison Lesik
Paige Levine
Olivia Ann Lewandowski
Camille Kate Mcclimans
Kaine Anthony Miles
Erik James Morrow
Emily Ann Muniz
Samuel Petkac
Theodore Gerhard Rankin
Vito Anthony Romantine
Kaio Maestrini Sacchi
Sierra Lee Spaid
Macy Elizabeth Sral
Dustin Jeffrey Steiger
Hannah Kathryn Tamanini
Autumn Marie Titus
Anthony James Tranquilli
Hayden Walker Trevino
Grace Margaret Vaeth
Connor Donald Volk-Klos
Marissa Marie Wanker
Jennifer Marie Weaver
Alana Marie Wright
Alanna Marie Young

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

Anna Josephine Alberti
Marie Faye Armstrong
Claire Marie Bailey
Galen Denise Baker
Grace Ann Barto
Catherine Rose Bilanich
Rebecca Jean Bilski
Charlotte Furyesz Blount
Abigail Siv Bridges
Kiaira Leanne Burek
Haley Cahill
Julia Elizabeth Carden
Lindsay Eve Alger
Jackson Michael George Donovan
Mikayla Anne Fletcher
Lindsay Marie Ford
Courtney Jean Hess
Andrew John Hoban
Corbin James Joyce
Hayden Dowling Kanicki
Sonora McCarthy Knauff
Rose Marie Lane
Shawna Louise Lantz
Rachael Irene Larson
Kendall Rae Lintz
Kailyn Ruth Lombard
Alyssa Breanne Mainhart
Brian Michael Martin
Mackenzie Keegan McCullough
Isabella Rose Miehle
Lena Marie Mitcho
Mary Noel Olyer
Andrew Joseph Onuschak
Jordan Gabrielle Piller
Alondra Popoca
Soubha Soufia Sadiq
Willow Garrett Sanabria
Dana Marie Scharrer
Carley Lynn Semancik
Shelby Lynn Smith
Alayna Rose Smith
Kaitlyn Ann Staub
Jacob Steiger

Amber Su Steiger
Luke Kristian Stewart
Abigail R. Sutton
Cassandra A. Swanson
Nicole Elizabeth Tupitza
Ryan Vaughn
Rylie Madison Waite

Chase Preston Watkins
Abigail Ann Wescott
Joanne Catherine West
Ryan Willoughby White
Anna Elizabeth Zak
Aleah Rae Zerance

Robert Charles Ansell Jr.
Aaron John Bell
Nadine Calista Buckley
Marissa Ann Buczynski
Patrick Russell Byham
Jacinto Michael Cassara
Elizabeth Norma Causgrove
Armand Ceres
Estela Del Socorro Coba Ramirez
Kathryn Rose Crissman
Clare Margaret Crossley
Hannah R. Deutsch
Dakota Karen Dieter
Grace Virginia Dimmer
Nichole Autumn Farley
Dalton Reid Faulkner
Sarah Ann Garrott
Brady David Gentle
Alexis Raine Gormley
William Maxwell Green
Sarah Marie Hammerman
Shelby Malvene Carrol Harris
Braxton Robert Harvey
Mackenzie Hawley
Alexander William Herr
Page Hawk Karsteter
Caitlyn Rose Kelley
Noah Bryndlin Kelley
Melaina Joy King
Kaitlynn Rose Kirk
Kaitlyn Mae Kratzer
Madison Lindsey
Mallory J. Lourens
Matthew David Lundberg
Macey Ann McKinney
Zachary D. Meyer
Jesse M. Millspaw
Kimberly Grace Nichter
Ryan R. Parkin
Stephanie A. Polach
Breanne Elizabeth Przybylksi
Tyler James Rainey
Aki Sakai
Ashley Nicole Scarborough
Nicole Breanna Schaefer
Makayla Cahill Scheu
Gunner Jonathan Schon
Elizabeth Mae Schultz
Morgan Elizabeth Smith
Jacob Allan Sorensen
Morgan C. Steele
Elizabeth M. Steim
Bethany G. Stillman
Brooke Rebecca Thomas
Grace Kathryn Triola
Violet Karen Vance
Leonard Victor Vesely
Katrina Lynn Weichmann
Giana Leigh Zandi

ASSOCIATE DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION

Samuel Jeffrey Alexander
Matthew L. Bowser
Parker Steven Brewster
Philip Edward Bruck Jr.
Brett Jay Crispell
Austin John David Crocker
Rachel Eireen Cullen
Megan Elizabeth Davis
Garett Paul Dishong
Marissa Kay Dolecki
Jackson Michael George Donovan
Cody Alan Dressler
Cody Michael Hamula
Brady Dominic Haun
Ryan Nathanial Kipp
Samuel David Marker
Samuel Charles Nicklas
Zachary David Smith
Clayton Christopher Watkins
Rylan Thomas White
Claire B. Yost

ROTC COMMISSIONING

Aaron J. Bell
Annika R. Carter
Mikayla A. Fletcher
Sonora Knauff
Jaret S. Lennon
Tyler J. Rainey
Nathan L. Weaver
**GRADUATE DEGREES**

**DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE**

Rodney James Buchanan

*Use of the Quick Sequential Organ Failure Assessment Tool for Sepsis Screening*

  Dr. Robin Bilan

Judy Lee Hinchman-Flynn +

*Evaluating the Relationship Between Health Literacy and Self-Efficacy on Diabetes Self-Management After Participation in a Web-Based Educational Program for Patients with Type 2 Diabetes*

  Dr. Robin Weaver

Stacy L. Gibson +

*Hospital to Home Care Transitions: A Quality Improvement Initiative*

  Dr. Pamela Karg

Matthew J. Hodas

*What Are the Clinical and Financial Benefits of Using Same-day Discharge with Patients Undergoing Catheter Ablation for Atrial Fibrillation? A Retrospective Study Comparing Same-day Discharges Versus Observation/Inpatient Patients*

  Dr. Meg Larson

Tina E. Jackson

*Registered Nurses, Techniques for Stress Management to Prevent Compassion Fatigue*

  Dr. Laurie Bladen

Randilyn Grace Lewis

*Implementation of Trauma-Informed Care into Nursing Practice*

  Dr. Mary Terwilliger

Suellen Lichtenfels

*Development of a Tool Kit for the Child Forensic Interview to Improve the Collection of Evidence*

  Dr. Jill Rodgers

Tanya Lee Seymour +

*Chest Compression Fraction Time: Implementing Recommended Guideline*

  Dr. Robin Weaver

---

**EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST**

Madison Katherine Alexander

  Kyle L. Berger
  Janel Burhans
  Madison S. Burton

Amanda Elaine Catherman

  Amber Jane Curtis
  Heidi Lyn Dorman

Dominica R. Felici-Skal +

  Shylin Desire Hill
  Bailey Indelicato
  Madalyn Kahler
  Hannah Marino
  Tori Simon
  Katie Marie Talley
  Andrea J. Warren
  Isabelle Quintin Woika
  Kyle John Wunderlich

**MASTER OF ARTS**

Janie Adam

  Elaine Williams Baney +
  Katie Elizabeth Bartels
  Gabrielle Lelia Bergeron +
  Laura Marie Berry
  Jordan Nicole Brewer +
  Ashlin Grace Brown
  Emily P. Burger
  Abbey Elizabeth Carleton
  Paul D. Case Jr.
  Brooke Marie Cass +
  Mercedes Aura Cedeno
  Tayne Aria Christiansen +
  Britany N. Darr +

# Students who completed degree requirements during Summer 2022.
~ Students who completed degree requirements during Fall 2022.
^ Students who completed degree requirements during Winter 2022.
+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2023.
Lindsay Michelle Daugherty
Rachael Olivia Deegan
Beckha Alderman Drake +
Karlie Anne Fachetti
Amelia Mariah Francois +
Heather L. Gonzales
Madhuri Govindu +
Kaitlyn L. Gregory
Mario Delyn Hainesworth +
Minette Hand +
Rebecca Renee Held +
Nicole Sarah Henderson +
Bailey B. Hoffman +
Tayaunna Jackson
Hailey Rae Kivler +
Leah Catherine Konsel +
Lindsey Ann Lee
Abigail F. Leposa +
Nichole Lea Lovins
Katherine Scarlette Macfarlane +
Brooke E. Martin
Lauren McGill +
Andrew James McIntosh +
Ekaterina Merkulov
Jack Lee Merritt III
Emily Nurzyk
Milo Melville Orr
Hannah N. Patterson +
Mary Elizabeth Phifer +
Lorelis Linette Ploche +
Kaylee L. Rea
Jacob Emerson Redfield
Sarah Rae Rizzi
Abigail Ann Sakaguchi
Erika Nicole Scaggs
Brittany Schafer
Allison Lynn Shade
Brianna Lynn Simpson
Halle Kate Snyder +
Molly Catherine Stickell +
Meredith A. Supjewski +
Julie Ann Sworen
Thomas Henry Taylor
Stephanie Nicole Todoroff +
Grace Carolyn Wright +

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Nicholas M. Amos
Andrew Bennett
Kandyce Denai Graham
Keshawn A. Howard
Alex Bishop Jay
Abigail K. Juzwick
Devan M. Speciale +
Sally Anne Sterkel
Olivia M. Weller
Kathryn Mary Witmer

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Karoline Anthony +
Evan Michael Beutler +
Kyle David Bish +
Casey Nicole Burkett +
Heather Lynn Cartwright
Amelia A. Chapman +
Daniel Desmond
Linsey Leanne Dunham
Erin Elizabeth Gorman
Anastasia Nicole Goudy +
Gabrielle Delight Hahn
Braden Hanlon +
Chloe Rose Hess
Shannon Blake Holley
Brae E. Holmberg +
Kyle Huff +
Bridget Joyce Jacob
Mara Bridget Mahoney +
Jack Edward Martin
Jordan Kathleen Mastrangelo
Emily M. Pakutz
Alyssa Marie Pociej
Madalena Price
Paula Louise Purvis +
Megan Michelle Reitz
Kathryn J. Richards
Shannon E. Sample
Timothy Nathaniel Sandberg +
Berenice Huff Siliezar +
Brittnee Tenon +
Stephanie Marie Varo
Stephanie Lynn Will +
Allison Rose Williams

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Morgan Calabrese
Madison A. Egleston
Jaden Riley Estes Carlson
Rachel Ariel Lewis Maly

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Kendra Lynn Lesh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Aubrey Lynn Alfeo
Hector Paul Arocha
Danielle Abigail Beckford
Jennifer Sue Blyler
Jenna Louise Chase
Adam Jamil Chi
Chelsea Rae Cramer
Mallory Starr DeVore
Whitney Elinor Double
Jessica Dunn
Melissa Ann Fuhrman
Yan Golub
Kenneth Adam Hile
Joelle Hoffman-Smith
Amanda Lace Irwin
Melissa Renee Larsen
Nina Marie Lindemuth
Jillian Taylor Lyle
Ashley Ann McClure
Kenzie Lyn Oberdorf
Alyssa Corinne Olson
Brianna Danae Polka-Goodman
Brittany Annetta Polley
Laura Carrissa Porter
Brandon E. Snickles
Brianne A. Wakefield
Daniel Sean Weibel
Jessica May Weryha

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Elizabeth Abena Adu-Gyamfi
Stacie Anne Gruwell +
Jennifer Lynn Arbuckle +
Allison Taylor Bare
Kylee Nichole Barrett +
Iris Nicole Berio +
Baylie Saige Bolt +
Karen Michelle Bonanno
Christina Love Bravo
Zana J. Buczkowski-Huber +
Jacquelyn Rose Burkett #
Britni J. Burlingham
Cameron Burzynski +
Kara Suzanne Capozza +
Katie Ann Cassidy
Alexander Christian Celeski
Nathaniel Bertram Christian
Sarah Cimahosky +
Maggie Wade Covenev +
Danielle Nicole Cross
Kassandra Elizabeth Cruz +
Amber Czech
Lindsay Daly +
Miranda Grace Davis +
Chyanna Marie Diehl +
Lauren Ashley Doran +
Lauren Dunleavy +
Madeline M. Ebinger +
Emily Anne Eck +
Jessica Anne Elder +  
Danielle Fahey +  
Callie Ann Freenock +  
Abigail Frick +  
Kendall Ray Frohman +  
Kasey Keegan Galloway +  
Sarah Catherine Gardner +  
Regina Marie Garofalo +  
Megan Renee Garrison +  
Sue Wilson Gifford +  
Jysseca Gohn +  
Richard Basil Gomez +  
Meaghan Nicole Gordon +  
Erika Janae Green +  
Cara Lynn Griffith +  
Inga Elizabeth Haglund +  
Jayda Nicole Haines +  
Melina Gabrielle Harden +  
Jacqueline Marie Harper +  
Jazzmine Lee Harris +  
Mary Elizabeth Hofferberth +  
Rachel Anne Holland +  
Nicole Hulings +  
Shanae Annette James +  
Chenelle Dorese James +  
Kaitlynn Renée Johnson +  
Jennifer Louise Jovin +  
Brandie Kathryn Judy +  
Suzanne Kaiser +  
Latia Kirby +  
David Alexander Knisely Jr. +  
Tiffany Amber Krasa +  
Abagail Rose Last +  
Kathleen Anne Lewis +  
Krystal Nini Lin +  
Jason J. Lindsley +  
Paula Rosanne Long +  
Isabel Lozano +  
Heather Ann Lutz-Neff +  
Alyssa Marple +  
Brittany Christene Maynard +  
Kourtney McCarter +  
Michelle Gloria Miele +  
Haley Jean Mills +  
Kayla Alexis Mitchell +  
Tiana M. Moore +  
Ashley Moyak +  
Chasity Kay Murphy +  
Thomas A. Nelson III +  
Alexandra Franca Neuber +  
Lydia Enoh Ngatta +  
Miranda Nichols +  
Victoria Norkevicus +  
Maurice Montel Nowlin +  
Arron Michael Ort +  
Michael Douglas Palko +  
Megan Elizabeth Palmer +  
Hannah Luisa Palotas +  
Alyssa Marie Pendolino +  
Valerie J. Perkins +  
Jazmin Plummer +  
Amanda Jane Poghen +  
Angela M. Ragsdale +  
Grace Ramirez +  
Brittany Sue Reiter +  
Camryn Lynn Richards +  
Jennifer M. Richter +  
Caitlin Elizabeth Robbins +  
Emily Robie +  
Tara R. Ross +  
Barbara Marie Rugh +  
Kelly Saalbach +  
John Jason Schneeberger +  
Margaret Schopf +  
Victoria Catherine Simmons +  
Taylor Renae Stamm +  
Emilee Jewell Stoner +  
Jerldene M. Swavely +  
Marlena Rose Thompson +  
Chelsea Rose Tiffany +  
Kathryn Naomi Tubby +  
Rachel Elizabeth Walsh +
Dinah Weinberg +  
Katyn Annamarie Welsh +  
Bridgette Kathleen Wentz +  
Mackenzie E. Whitticar +  
Taylor Wiggins +  
Shenita Shuntae Wilson

Alexandra Ann Wise +  
T. Elliott Witherow +  
Amanda Christine Wolfe  
Taleshala Olivia Yates 
Curtis Charles Zboyovski +

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ART EDUCATION
Jessica Rae Aul  
Devin Jane Barry  
Hailey Elizabeth Crossley  
David Alexander McArthur  
Isabella Rose Miehle  
Mary Noel Olyer  
Breanne Elizabeth Przybylski  
Emily Anna Stormfels  
Hannah Kathryn Tamanini

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Brianne Charday Anderson  
Erik John Andrzejewski  
Mya Atkins +  
Kaitlyn Bajakian  
Keyosha Nicole Barber +  
Alexander Beatty  
Aaron John Bell  
Kendall Delaney Brown  
Torye Lee Calleja  
Julia Elizabeth Carden  
Tellry Catrow +  
Malezaigh Caudill  
Estela Del Socorro Coba Ramirez  
Katlin Crawford  
Benjamin Lawrence Dettore  
Courtnee Shiohban Fields  
Debra Sue Fiscus  
Rafal Zbigniew Gerlik  
Aaron James Ghent  
Julia Ann Gilkinson +  
Cassandra Lynn Gripp  
Jessica L. Haenel  
Patrick Henry Hoderny  
Kaleb Nathaniel Hooker  
Jordan Daniel Hupp  
Dominique Keyes  
Tyme LaDow  
Jo Ann Legare-Frye  
Jaret Scott Lennon  
Nicholas Ryan Lindsey  
Austin Robert Loring +  
Matthew David Lundberg  
Ruth Anne Madden  
Nathan Gabriel Maleski  
Skylar Dawn Martin  
Naim Michael Miller  
Kelli Stevie Moodie  
Emily Ann Muniz  
Alexander J. Nutter  
Stephanie A. Polach  
David Dalton Ross  
Ethan John Sabo  
Alexander Thomas Sankey  
Antonia Camelia Schaefer  
Shonda Starr Smith  
Alayna Rose Smith  
Luke Kristian Stewart  
Kiercesten Imari Taylor  
Violet Karen Vance  
Danylo Veksler  
Madison LeeAnn Vorpagel  
Nathan Lawrence Weaver
Travis Michael Webber
Shaeleigh Ashlyn Welker
Joanne Catherine West
Tarik Williams
Madison Elizabeth Zediker
Emily Zeigler

**BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS**
Jessica Rae Aul
Rebecca Jean Bilski
Elaina Dawn Block
Abigail Siv Bridges
Nadine Calista Buckley
Alexander Gregory Card
Armand Ceres
Bing en Chen
Audrey Lynn Cole
Dakota Karen Dieter
Alexis Dixon
Kayleigh Dianna Ruth Dudgeon
Stacia Marie Freyvogel
Sarah Ann Garrott
Alexis Raine Gormley
Cerri Judith Haislip
Braxton Robert Harvey
Alexander William Herr
Jordan Russell Hess
Brayon James Higgins-Roberts
Caitlin Rose Kelley
Noah Bryndln Kelley
Melaina Joy King
Lindsey Catherine Laity
Soren Skrzypczak Levine +
Aubrey Angelique Mackey-Llewellyn
Macey Ann McKinney
Chester Joseph Middleton
Margaux Victoria Miller
Riley Thomas Mitchell
Grayson Phillips
Avi Eli Rettmann
Ashton Victoria Rider

Donoven Lawrenz Rudberg
Soubha Soufia Sadiq
Aki Sakai
Willow Garrett Sanabria
Gunner Jonathan Schon
Bailey Jean Seybert
Luke Edward Shay
Thyme E. Smiley
Shelby Lynn Smith
Katherine Anna Spiering
Elizabeth M. Steim
Hannah Kathryn Tamanini
Reginald Glenn Taylor III
Aysaia M. Thomas
Emma Christine VanDyke
Leonard Victor Vesely
Kathryn Warner
Ryan John Washcalus
Chase Preston Watkins
Katrina Lynn Weichmann
Jesse Caroline Wise
Alana Marie Wright
Jaylin Wyatt
Darius Wyatt
Giana Leigh Zandi
Aleah Rae Zerance

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**
Natalia Alexis Abbott
Ruben Acuna Gracia
John Wayne Adsit
Anna Josephine Alberti
Allison Raelynn Andre
Robert Charles Ansell Jr.
Maxine Case Babcock
Caitlin Noelle Bahl
Jacob Andrew Baird
Galen Denise Baker
Andrew Michael Barefield
Rowan Hale Barker
Rashon Barron +
Tess Elizabeth Bartlett
Grace Ann Barto
Lauren Brooke Bentle
Katelyn Noel Berger
Catherine Rose Bilanich
Charlotte Fureysz Blount
Ian Joseph Bond
Margaret D. Bond
Alexis Ellen Bowser
Taylor Rayelle Brewer
Anthony Paul Brinson +
Justin Michael Buehrle
Bradley Herbert Burdick
Nicholas L. Burns +
Megan Jo Burr
Patrick Russell Byham
Haley Cahill
Heather Silvis Cameron
Annika Rebecca Carter
Rachel Genevieve Cass
Jachino Michael Cassara
Sheilah Jepkoge Cheruiyot
Keith Nathaniel Claxon
Taylor Ashlin Coe
Marie Liz Colon-Gonzalez
Katherine Marie Courtright
Clare Margaret Crossley +
Nicholas Alan Cunningham
Brian Derby
Hannah R. Deutsch
Grace Virginia Dimmer
Alexis Dixon
Jeremy John Dohanic
Ryan Paul Donahue
Jackson Michael George Donovan
Chance Vijit Dow
Magdalene Cecilia Drohan
Jessalynn Rose Ellis
Cullen David Elton
Myah Nichole Enochs
Jacob Andrew Evans
Michele L. Fabian
Nichole Autumn Farley +
Dalton Reid Faulkner
Sarah May Feeley
Shelby Lynne Folga
Lindsay Marie Ford
Jack Gallagher
Jayna Michele Galley
Alex Conrado Garcia
Caitlyn Marie Garczewski
Abbey Gardiner
Gracelyn Elizabeth Gawlinski
Brady David Gentile
Gerardo González Ruiz
Makenzie Elizabeth Goss
William Maxwell Green
Erika Gustafson
Skyler Shayne Guth
Joshua David Tyler Gwyn +
Jessica L. Haenel
Sarah Marie Hammerman +
Mackenzie Hawley
Jordan Rose Hawse
Lauren Noelle Henry
Jack Herrmann
Andrew John Hoban
Paul A. Hoffer +
Matthew S. Huntley
Macie Rae Jarrett
Malcolm Lee Johnson
Elise Rosemary Johnson
Corbin James Joyce
Hayden Dowling Kanicki
Page Hawk Karsteter
Victoria Kaufman
Jaymie Louise Kavelish
Zachary Keffer
Kaitlynn Rose Kirk
Caleigh Elizabeth Kiser
Sonora McCarthy Knauff
Kaitlyn Mae Kratzer
Allison Lee Krautter
Benjamin Joseph Kuvshinikov
Ellen L. LaFuria
Mary Ann Lanier
Rachael Irene Larson
Jo Ann Legare-Frye
Hannah Margaret Leksell
Lauryn Leonardi
Madison Lesik
Paige Levine
Olivia Ann Lewandowski
Alexandria N. Linn
Mallory J. Lourens
Alyssa Breanne Mainhart
Brian Keith Mangiaracina Jr.
Brian Michael Martin
McKenzie Lynn McCardle
Skyler Dean William McClymonds
Sarah Virginia McCrea
Mackenzie Keegan McCullough
Craig McRae
Anthony Martin Mendicino
Spencer K. Messinger
Zachary D. Meyner
Jessica Diane Michel
Kaine Anthony Miles
Colton A. Miller
Jesse M. Millspaw
Casey Rose Mitchell
Erik James Morrow
Emily Ann Muniz
Jenna Marie O’Brien
Andrew Joseph Onuschak
Marina L. Owens
Jacob Vincent Pail
Ryan R. Parkin
Nathalia Perez-Torres
Samuel Petkac
Abigail Dianne Piert
Justin Jay Pratt
Zaida Maxeen Pring

Tyler James Rainey
Hassan Olamilekan Raji ~
Kimberly Ramolt
Howard James Reid III
Alexandria Marie Rivera
Timothy Michael Roberts
Arianna Renee Rochester +
Vito Anthony Romantine
Kaio Maestrini Sacchi
Ashley Nicole Scarborough
Nicole Breanna Schaef er
Dana Marie Scharrer
Sarah Elizabeth Schroeder
Elizabeth Mae Schultz
Tyler William Schwalbach
John William Self
Zacharia Sesay
Hannah Marie Shartle +
Alexandria Faye Shields
Samantha Michelle Shimko
Michal Donovan Shingler
Trey Matthew Shirkey +
Mitchell W.R. Shoemaker
Shayla Simmelkjaer
Morgan Elizabeth Smith
Jacob Allan Sorensen
Macy Elizabeth Sral
Morgan C. Steele
Jacob Steiger
Amber Su Steiger
Carley Stewart
Melanie L. Stewart
Taylor Stewart
Bethany G. Stillman
Elizabeth Anne Stokes
Morgan Elizabeth Stover
Josiah Samuel Stuart
Cassidy Elizabeth Suchar
Brady Michael Sunday
Cassandra A. Swanson
Julie Elizabeth Swiech +
Brooke Rebecca Thomas
Nathaniel Quinn Thomas
Autumn Marie Titus +
Hayden Walker Trevino
Kaylan Nicole Tucker
Nicole Elizabeth Tupitza
Eleni Tzelati
Nakeem Ubaydah +
Grace Margaret Vaeth
Ryan Vaughn
Abby Rose Vinner
Connor Donald Volk-Klos
Rylie Madison Waite
Amarii Capree Walker
Lauren Ann Wayman
Abigail Ann Wescott
Derrik Michael Wesner
Ryan Willoughby White
Samantha Marie Winger
Megan Caroline Wisniewski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Elizabeth Marie Barringer
Hannah Allman Blackburn
Marissa Ann Buczynski
Kiaira Leanne Burek
Elizabeth Norma Causgrove +
John Edward Costello
Melinda Rose Crawford
Kathryn Rose Crissman
Lindsay Eve Alger
Dana Allison Dubots
Olivia Danielle Erbin
Debra Sue Fiscus
Barrett Michael Gentile
Cole Harrison Held
Courtney Jean Hess
Tayler LeeAnn Hoover
Cassie Rae Krull
Krista Marie Loesch
Lauren Marie Lytle

Bailee Nicole Miara
Lena Marie Mitcho
Jordan Gabrielle Piller
Theodore Gerhard Rankin
Tatum Reiss Sanford
Sarah Elizabeth Schroeder
Paige Elizabeth Smith
Jacob Steiger
Dustin Jeffrey Steiger
Amber Su Steiger
Anthony James Tranquilli
Alanna Marie Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Marie Faye Armstrong
Claire Marie Bailey
Trevor Joseph Barr
Kaley Renee Berger
Georgiana Borland
Hailey M. Clouse
Kirsten Paige DeVore
Reanna Lyn Douglas
Alyssa Kristine Dunmire
Kayla Marie Fachetti
Mikayla Anne Fletcher
Kimberly Marie Goerss
Shelby Malvene Carrol Harris
Ashley Elizabeth Herbe
Destiny G. Hunt
Kiara Lee Keener
Yuma Khatiwada
Kierstin Elizabeth Kocher
Justin Alex Kriner
Rose Marie Lane
Shawna Louise Lantz
Spencer Ron Larson
Madison Lindsey
Kendall Rae Lintz
Kailyn Ruth Lombard
Camille Kate Mcclimans
Kevin Patrick Morgan
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Samuel Jeffrey Alexander
Matthew L. Bowser
Parker Steven Brewster
Philip Edward Bruck Jr.
Brett Jay Crispell
Austin John David Crocker
Garett Paul Dishong
Jackson Michael George Donovan
Cody Alan Dressler
Cody Michael Hamula
Brady Dominic Haun
Conner Michael Jones
Ryan Nathanial Kipp
Daniel Joseph Kowalski
Derek Steven Linnes
Samuel David Marker
Samuel Charles Nicklas
Zachary David Smith
Clayton Christopher Watkins
Rylan Thomas White
Ryan Michael Whitehead

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Autumn Wind Long
Alexander Minnaugh
Daisy Mae Schaaf
Jenna Elizabeth Tupitza
Claire B. Yost

ASSOCIATE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Nicholas L. Burns
Justin E. Gable
Ethan Joseph Kellogg

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
Jasmine Rae Blair
Rachel Eireen Cullen
Megan Elizabeth Davis +
Marissa Kay Dolecki +
Madison Violet Hollenbeck +
Griffin Alexander Humbert
Davina B. Toland

Appearance of a name in this program is presumptive evidence of graduation. However, the list of graduates included in the program is not intended to be used as an official indication of graduation. The official transcript, issued by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, sealed and signed by the proper authorities, is conclusive testimony to the possession of a degree.
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Chancellor
Daniel Greenstein, D.Phil.

Board of Governors
Cynthia D. Shapira, Ed.D., Board Chair
David M. Maser, Board Vice Chair; Chair, Student Success Committee
Samuel H. Smith, Board Vice Chair; Chair, Governance and Leadership Committee
Larry C. Skinner, Chair, University Success Committee
Janet L. Yeomans, Chair, Audit and Compliance Committee
Marian D. Moskowitz, Vice Chair, Student Success Committee
Neil R. Weaver, Vice Chair, University Success Committee
Sen. David Argall
Robert W. Bogle
Rep. Timothy Briggs
Kate Shaw, Ph.D., Designee for Acting Secretary of Education Dr. Khalid N. Mumin
William “Bill” Gindlesperger
Abigail Hancox
Darrek Harshberger
Secretary Akbar Hossain, Designee for Gov. Josh Shapiro
Allison Jones-Manning
Daniel A. Klingerman
Khalid N. Mumin, Ed.D., Acting Secretary of Education
Rep. Brad Roae
Sen. Judith L. Schwank
Governor Josh Shapiro
Skylar Walder

Pennsylvania Western University

Acting University President
R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.

Council of Trustees
Kathy Pape (Edinboro ’75), Chair
Commissioner Larry Maggi (California ’79), Vice Chair
JD Dunbar (Clarion ’77, ’79), Secretary
Mark Bellini (Edinboro ’79)
Danny Jones (Edinboro ’13)
Patricia “Pat” Kennedy (Edinboro ’85)
Barbara Logue
Barry Niccolal (California ’93)
Rep. Donna Oberlander (Clarion ’91)
Larry Pickett (Clarion ’77)
Kathryn Robinson, Clarion Student Trustee
Sarah Seader, California Student Trustee
Neil R. Weaver (Clarion ’00)
Sonia Yost, Edinboro Student Trustee
Chancellor, Ex-Officio
Daniel Greenstein, D.Phil.
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP TEAM

Brenda Fredette, Ph.D.
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Daniel Engstrom, Ed.D.
Deputy Provost

Fawn Petrosky, CPA, M.B.A.
Vice President for Finance

Susanne Fenske, Ph.D.
Vice President for Institutional Effectiveness and Student Affairs

Sarah Freed, Ed.D.
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James Geiger, M.H.A.
Vice President for Advancement

Kelly Repinski, M.S., M.H.A.
Chief of Staff and Executive Director for University Affairs

Eric Guiser, SHRM-SCP.
Senior Associate Vice President for Human Resources

Scott Heinerichs, Ed.D.
Special Assistant to the Acting President

PROVOST’S COUNCIL

Daniel Engstrom, Ed.D.
Deputy Provost

David Hartley, Ph.D.
Associate Provost and Associate V.P. for Faculty Relations

Shayne Gervais, D.Phil.
Interim Associate Provost & University Registrar

Mary Paniccia-Carden, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, College of Arts & Humanities

Phillip Frese, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Business, Communication, & Information Sciences

Timothy Stevenson, Ed.D.
Interim Dean, College of Education

Deborah Kelly, D.N.P.
Dean, College of Health Sciences

Thomas Wickham, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, College of Natural Sciences & Engineering Technology

James D. Fisher, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, College of Social Sciences & Human Services

Anthony McMullen, M.S.L.S.
University Library Director

Sheila Taylor
Executive Assistant to the Provost

Bethann Grolemund
Executive Assistant to the Provost

Dawn Dillen
Executive Assistant to the Provost
Pennsylvania Western University (PennWest California, PennWest Clarion, PennWest Edinboro, PennWest Global Online) is an academic community dedicated to the ideals of justice, fairness, and equal opportunity for all. In compliance with federal and Pennsylvania laws, the university is committed to providing equal educational and employment opportunities for all persons without regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, or status as a veteran or disabled veteran. The university will not tolerate any type of discrimination, harassment, or violence.
Stay in touch with PennWest Edinboro on social media

@pennwedinboro